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Tis i5s one of a series of papers concerned with
the psychophysical application of the mathemtical theory
of signal detectability. This paer brings together all of
the data on visual detection collected to date that bear
directly on the case of the signal-known-exactly as treated
by the theory of signal detectability. The general eonclu-

3 sion drawn from the experimental results reported is that
the model provided by the theory of signal deteatebility or,

3 more pzners.1ly, by the theory of statistical decision, is
applicable to the visual detection behavior of the human

5 ~observer. That is to say, the humn observer is capable of
ordering values of the variable upon which detection depend&s
vull below the threshold level as this level is conventionally
conceived. Further, the experiments show the observer to be
capable of behaving in accordance with several kin~s of opti-I .mu decision as defined within the theory of signal detectA-
bility. The general isplications of the applicability of the
nodel for sensory theory and psychophysical methods are
discussed.

VI IL
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?aU IV1D FOR A D3CI8ICE-NU=1 TEORY 01P VISUWL D1IETIMON

1. IJFIODUL'TON

This is one of a series of papers concerned with the psychopbysicalIapplication of the mathematical tboory of signal detectability1. This introductory

section contains a short discussion of the references in which the theory of sig-

nal detectability is presented, and also cuntains references to other papers in

the series on the psycehophysical. application of the theory of signal detectability I

Tberw follows, in this introductory section, a brief descripwion of the theory of y

signal detectability and of the theory of visual detection based on it, and an 1k

ourtline of the scope of discussion o: the present paper.

1.1 Related Articles

"The Theory of Signl Detectability," by Peterson and Birdsall, appears

as Technical rhrport go. 13 of the Electronic Defense Group of the Univers ity of 0

Michigan (Ref. 15). Technkical Report No. 19, by Fox (Ref. 8), contains a non-

mthematical discussion of the Naterial of Technical Report No. 13 on the general

theory of detectability, ne veil as a discussion of the methods employed in se-

quontial observation processes. Birdsall's Technical Report NIo. 20 (Ref. 2) pre-

sents an application of gum. +,eory to signal doetectobility. The mate'ial of

Reports 13 aind 19 is also available in the "Transactions of the I.R.E. Profe.- -

sional Group on Informtion Tboory", (Pef. 16).

The apylication of the theory of signal detectability to visual dertec-

tion by the humn observer was first rt,,.rt~ed by Tanner mrid 21vet in Technical

Report No. 18 of the Eltetronic Defense Group (Ref. 22). This topi.c is also dis- 4

cussed olsavhere (Refs. 19, 23, 241). The most readily available source cont~ainir~gl I
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a report of acme of thi work Is the PeL10l ve of 3ovaer, 1% (Ret.

25). A paper In the "Transactions Of the I .R.E. Profesuios3I. Orovp on IaWoiition

Theory" (Ref. .- ) conttains a reloort of the work of Tanne and Uorun relating the

theory of signa deteetability to Sua~iry detectioun.

Several other papers in thi' serises are currently being prepared. Tqmh-

nic&. Report Ito. 30 by Tanner, Svets, and Greern (Hof. 26) is another paper relat-

:tory ing the them-y to data from audlitory experimints. Technical Report go. 1i2 by
lig- Tanner, Birdsall, and Bvwto (Ref. 20) deals with the i~plications, e. this re-

Ln search for inchods and analysis procedures in psychophysical testing.

LittyThe present paper brings together the data on visual detection collected

F of to date that bear direct~.j. on the case of the siinal-knovn-axuctly as treated by

the theory of signal detectability. Sam of thee" data haye been reported pre-

viously only in relatively inaccessible sources (Refs. 19, 22, 23, and 24i), scm

of the data that we"e reported in a more available source (Ref. 25) Vere only

bars
briefly described there. In addition, &am of the data prte.nted below havenwt

been previously reported in any f orm. It is the primtry purpose of this pape to

- I present all relevant available data; although the theory of signal detectability

oral
mid the theory of visual detectinn based on it are reviewed, they are not dis-

cussed ruqpletely, and wihe-e*as the general i~lications for sensory theory,

SPro- mthods, and data analysis are &'- m, they are not treated here in full detail'.

-.2 A Decision-W.kin~g ThoryL of Visual Detect~on,

In this section. the theory of~ signal detectability is r'eviewed as It

relates to the problest of visual datectio bry the hm.n observer. It shouald be

ocpointed out, by way *introducktion, that th theory of signal dotectabiiity is

1 1 derived directly from the theoryf of statistical docisioc, the theory of tosting

statistical hypotbeses. This !atter theory Is prtesntod sost completely by WJal

niniti

2

T.
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(Ref. 21f); important, papers published eariler !_ncl1e those by 'f1d (Wf. 27)

hymn. (Ref. 15), and Neymn. and Pearscn (•af. 14).

1.2.1 The ?umdawntat Prfelm. The fundavnta pr' *a in uignl t -etec

tabiS!ty irvolvea a fixed obziervation interval; the observer I •rrseven a

"receiver input", a function of tim for T seconds. we i - askd to decide,

on 'be basis of the obe~rvation, VhetbeT that receiver 1;.,A aros*e fram noise

alone, or fro signl plus noiwe, here the signal i Ow to be frm a crtain

enzemlie of signals.

SIn is problem has an e--Act parallel ii visual psychopbysics. The obser-

ver in tb• wost cc-mwn visual paychophysical experiment, an experimet eloying

the so-called yes-nc" tbod, is asked to observe, at a ,isrticu1lar tim nd a

perticular location in the visual field, f signl of a particular sise, duration,

and intensity. Ordirwrily the size and duration of the signal, ras •ell as its

location and tim of occurrence, are kown by the observer; in certain i'"-•,,ces,

i-formation about the inten~itj of the signal and the a priori probabili-y cf

gr -!&l occurrence r-e alos pTovided the observer. Re is then asked to state, on

the basis of the ob".-vation, vbether or nct a signal ws proset-ted.

1.2.2 Asumptions Nbde in AppI2ý tbýe Themy of Sipai Det,-ctabi!

to the Betavior of the nmn Observer. Given certtain assutions, asking -.-1* ob-

server in * psyhopbhysical experimwnt to ntate %t~ther or nct a signal vas pro.

strted is rquivalent to asking hia to decide A-tether his observation arae n

uizmal plus noise or i'rtm wise alcme, or stated awther way. to decide whtnter or

i 'ot to accept the hypothefis thet a signal existed. 11m primary assumpion is

"tI h vaiue of the va-Vible L.m wtich detection depends, y4es'*b4 -suzal s-tivity

viues Instart tc Instart in a random tabs-lon when nc signal is presont, a

that tU. value of thia vsriablt -o.,rd ed by a sipnsi of gven ••-*ngth is ro
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ranlomly distrilbuted. Although there Is no need to conceptualize this variable

in neurophysiological terms, it may be helpful, and the asusumption stated is sug- 's
stec-1gested by present mncwledge of neurophysiology. So it may be maintained on

2ijriorli grounds, tb-it if the problem _t visual det-ection is the dotection of

sigL'tls hav'ing randomly distributed neural effects, in the presence of a back-

ground of raadom interference, then the theory of statistical decision, or in par-I
ýIn ticular, the theory of signal detectability, constitutes a model of pose ie rele- z

vance to visual detection.

,er-An attempt to apply the theory of sigmal detectability to h~uuan be-

ng havior, therefore, implies the assumptions that the sensory systems function 1p11-

manily to tram-it information, sand that the sensory systems are noisy channels.

~onAn additional assumption, made apparent in the following pagps, is that the cen-

tral mechanisms involved in decision maUing ame capable of making optimal use of

~eB, the information transmitted by sensory paths.

It is assumed, then, that the observer operates with a continuous

onvaria~h3e, the values of which constitute "observatitons," and that any value~ of

L4Y this variable may arise either from noise a-one or from sigual plus noisae,. It is

asai'ed that, when the signal ensemble is known to the L.~bserver, the probability

ob- that a given observation represents noise alone, and the probability that this

value arose from the signal-plus-noise distribution, can be estinatad by him.

Thus, it is assumed that, the observer in a "yes-no" experiment must

'rorestabl.ish a level. of confidence, or criterion, and bsie his dec~siou on the relii-V
tb&4Ition of the observation to this criterion.

1.2.3 The Definition of Criterion and Likelihood h{atio. According to

Ithe theory, the observer chooses a set of oloservntions (-.he criterion A) such thatk

an cbservation in this set will lead him to Accept the existence of a signal12 that
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ig, t÷ae -.b.Arvr acctpt.• the hypothesis that sAgal plus noise ezisWd duzin4 the

observation intervel. All other obsezvations a in the Ccples•mt of the cri-

terion, CA; these &re rearded by the observer as rspresentirt noi&••,&I BE

will be used to denote sipal plus noise and N wll denote neots alone. If there

are only a coumtable number of possible obeV.-Yatious, each oboe-Y&utiCS, x, having

probabill~y PSX(x) of occurrance if there is signal plus ioise presnt, &A prob-

ability PN(x) of occurrence if noise alone is preont, tVa the likelihood ratio

rele- is defined as i(x) - P S(xy W/P (x). Here, x vill be considered continu•s', and

probability density functions (frequency functions) fSX(x) sni f,(2i) are used;

accordingly (x) - f M (x)/f,(x). It is aussued that for every x the observer can

pri- estimate I(x) which is the relative lkslihood that x &rose frna signal plus noise

&a ccapared to the possibl-lity tbat x arrme fro noise alone.

en-I A criterion y be evaluated in term of the iztaw als of the density

functions over the criteron A, since the integral of f,(x) over A is the coan-

ditional probability of detection, P (A), and the intepi. 4f f,(X) over A is the

conditional probability of a false alarm (a Ipe I error in statistical parlance),

is I1.2.4 The Issence of the Thory of Sinal Detectability. The essence

ýLty of the theory of signal datect~bi lity is the definition of a class of criteria in

terms of likelihood ratio. Under each of several definitions of the optimum cri-

terion, thc optimua is fo•nd to be in this class of likelihood-ratio oriteria. A

criterion in this class is denoted A(A); that is, the criterion A contains all

observations with likeilbood ratio greater than or equal to 0, and none of those

with likelihood ratio less than 0. The solution, then, vith respect to a given

to definition of optimm, is the exact value of 1 to be used. 0 is defined as the

Ithat operating level of the likelihood-ratio receiver.

that

-'!,! ! ____l! __ii"'___iiiiii'- 5 'i
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asthe optijmi mcziv~ar that reosiei'r -Aiore output is oi~hbir limaelihoodL ratxo or

likelihood ratio, then t~he sol'nAun, for each definition oý! optiaum, Is the cri-

terion with the proper operating levl A-. If the receiver's outlp is corn do-

cisioC function other than likelihood ratio, but a monotonic funetlorn of likeli-

*_s'ci ratio, then the cptimui operati"i lunvl is tk,., va'ue of the )notoL-.O An.AI

tion at 0. That is, if the receiver output is @are function1 d(x) - IF [ (Iw)

vhere F is strictly maonotonic, then the optioni criterion is wenifieAi b,,

* r(O), such that d(x) ? I .(x) a 1. rhus, the theory of a ipal de ect~-.

bility way describe the behavior of the himwz observer i f the humn obi~rver

operat~es with a continruouw varia&.2.e, or decision ftinction, that to either likeli-

hood ratio or nowmonotonic f'metion of likelihood ratio.

1.3 ScopeofDicsi

Paterson, Birdsall, =An Fox (Rief. 16) advance six definitions of optionu

and their soltins ofpeinatP havebe performed, andi are rwpo)r+.ed it the
nex. trvesecion ofthi paerto estthe ability of the humn observer to,

act in accordance with three of these definitio~s of 2ptimu. The" three defi-

nitions of optima and their respective solutions are listed here.

1. Rxpected-YsUe Cfterir,n -- that criterion that mtninifosa C +otal

expected value, where the iddividual values &'e:

VS- w the value of a detection

V ~- the value of a correct ra~ectiou
Vff CA

the eobt of a miss

'NIA -the cost of afalseaslarm.
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P(-) v- CA + K.A
Solution: A(P) .A - 7CA

where P(N) and P(Sx) wre the a rir probablities.

2. The Neyin-Pewrson Criterion - that criterion such that Pr(A) is

a msaia, while P 1 (A)S k .

Solution- A(D) where PN[A(Q.] - k

3. A Pc~steriori Probability - not a criterion but the best estimate of

the probability that the observation arose from sig".1 plus noise.

PX(S) - (x) P(SN)

tlx) P(SN) +

Othei definitions of optimum, not considered explicitly here, for which the solu-

tion his been provided (Ref. 16) include the Weigbted-Cmbinatl n criterion, the

cAterion that maxlmizes PN(A) - w PN(A); Siegert's Ideal Criterion, the criterion

that minimizes total error; an the information Criterion, the criterion that

maximizes the reduction in unaertainty, in tbo Shannon sense (Ref. 18), as to

whether or not a signal was sent. It should be pointed out, however, that the

Wei1itted-Comoination Criterion is thbt abstract criterion. of which the Expected-

Value Criterion and Ideal Criterion a&v xpecial cases. The Expect4ml-Value Cri-

terion is identical to the Weighted-Combination Criterion for the case where

v and is tCLntical to the Ideal Criterion for the came whare

I1 •1 9CA

I7
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The fifth section of this paper contains the resun•s of an azperilment

desised to determine the congruence of the behavior of the human observer and

the definition of optimum behavior for the ferced-choice situation, a definition

of optimum that is not treated explicitly in the theory of signal detectability.

1.4 The Inconpatibility of a Decision-hhkIng Theory of Visual Detection uM Con- L

ventional Sensory Theor

Anticipating to an extent that will facilitate subsequent description:

the primary result of all the experiments performed is that the theory of sipls

detectability, or more generally, the theory of statistical decision, is applica-

ble to the behavior of the human observer. That is to say, the experiments

demonstrate that the human observer operates with a decision function that is

either likelihood ratio or some monotonic function of likelihood ratio, and that T 3

fio the human observer tends to behave optimally.

This result implies, of course, the ability to discriminate mong obser- S

vations, or values of the decision function, that may result from noise alone.

Thus, if a threshold (fixed operating level) exists, this threshold in low enough

to be exceeded by noise alone en appreciable portion of the time. The concept of

a threshold that is exceeded more than very rarely by noise alone is quite differ-

ant frm the concept of threshold that is an integral part of conventional sensory

- ~theory.4

The primary purpose of this paper is the presentation of data; hence,

this is not the place to attempt a detailed discussion of the notion of a thresh-

old as it appears in sensory theory. Tt may be well, however, to adduce one or

two instances of carent methods in sensory experimentation in or'der to support

the statement that the threshold as conceived in sensory theory is a relatively

fixed level that is rarely, if ever, exceeded by noise alone.

8
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ity.
May tudies of sensory procesese do not eslloy i•si~s in •ntbie • Lig-

it na,,l is p:,resented. In these causes it is caoa~r1~ not zmpda a. iuorteot to

iiioassess the probabli~ty that the fixed level be exceeded by noise alone. In other

s tudies, the experizmmnter ma occasional insert one or two trials in vhich no
Sty.

signal is presented (or occasionally turn tff a continus 'igal) in oxder toSCOn-

detect what are regarded as spurious responses, so that he my eaution the obser-

vers against sucn responses. Such trials have been referred to a vezirfehlepi•
ion:

a term which may be reasonably translated as "catch signals". A refinement of the

procedure in which catch signals a. sporadically presented, one that is used
lica-

rather frequently, is to fail to present signals on a larger proportion of trials

in order to assess quite accurately the extent of "yes" responses on such trials.

Then, hovever, not only is this infomation subtracted from the data, but the
that

extent of "yes" response to catch signals is used in estimating the amount of

",,purious" responses mde to actual signals so that these, too, my be eliminated
6bser-

from the data. This use of the correction for chance in psychophysical experi-

ments has been described in Ref. 25. Regarding the totality of "yes" responews

tc catch signals as spurious, and regarding such spurious responses to be equally

Pt of
likely for all values of signal intensity, is valid only if the threshold level
is such that it is exceeded by noise alone on a negligible proportion of the

trials.

The validity of the suplication of the chanee correction to psychophysi-

cal data depends upon the validity o.' the aasvaption that "yes" responses to catch

resh- signals are spurious responses, or random guesses, and that these responses are

ior 1
independent of "sensory-determinate" responses. The theory advanced hers, on the

ft
other hand, assumes a dependence between the conditional probability that an

ly1

H. R. Blackwell, unpublished manuscript.

i9
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observation arising from sipnal plus noise will be in the criterion and the con-I

ditional probability that an observation arising from noise alone will be in thel

criterion.

The data presented in this paper, to the extent that they are analyzed

in this paper, do not indicate how far )oan into the noise the observers actually

orde:.td their observations, that is, how low relative to the distribution of ob-

servations ariting from noise alone a fixed threshold must be to be compatible

vith the data. It may be the case, then, that further analysis will show the

present data or new data to be consistent with a fixed threshold, say, at the mean

of the noise distribution, a threshold exceeded by noise alone approximately 50

percent of the time. It can be stated, on the basis of completed analyses of the

present data which are to be reported in a paper which considers and evaluates

se-eral alternative models (Ref. 20). that a fixed threshold, if one exists, must

be lower than plus one signa from the mermn of the noise distribution, that is,

must be exceeded by noise alone more than 16 percent of the time. I% is invrtant

that the reader note that, u=less specifically stated otherwise, further refer-

ences in this paper to the thresho]ld refer to a threshold in the conventior-il

sense, that is, to a threshold exceeded, to be :onservative, less thbn 5 percent

of the time by noise alone. The experiments were desiged to detect a threshold

at approximately this level if one existed.

2. -1a EXPECD-VALUE OBSERVER

An experiment corr-erning the ability of the huiam observer to maximize

the total expected value iu the one experiment discussed elsewhere in a readily

accessible source (Ref. 25). This section supplements the discuision in Reference

25 in that it presents in more detail the data that were necessarily described

only briefly there. In addition, this section contains the previously unpublished!

I!10
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Iresults of further exper~imntation on the Expected-Value Observer that is superior

in certain respecta.

The analysis of data, in term of the theory of signal detectability,

takes the form of plots of what are called ROC curves - Receiver Operating

Charac -istics. An ROC curve is a plot of the coni~itional probability of detec- c

tion, P q7(A), against the conditional probability of ialse alarm. PN(A). A com-

plete curve is obtained if all possible values of operating level, or p, are con-

sidered. Peterson and Birdsall (Ref. 15) have demonstrated that the optimum

operating level is represented by a point on the ROC curve where its slope is D.

The typical ROC curve, one that has occurred frequently in this work,

is shown in Fig. 1. Frequently, as in this figure, a family of ROC curves is

plotted with signal strength as the 1;rmter. In this particular case, the

parameter Is d', the index used for the analysis of data in terms of the theory

of signal detectability. 1  It is defined as the difference between the means of

the noise and igmal-plus-noise distributions normaliZed to the standard deviation

of the noise distribution that is, d' = MSN " - .M Ts, d' can be conceived
x

of as a standard -core, an - measure, or again, it may be thought of as a

(output) signal-tn-noise ratio. A more complete description of d' and of the ROC

curves may De found elsewhere (Refs. 15, 16, 20).

If a t0reshold exists, this fact is Immediately apparent from the ROC

curves. The conventional notion of a fixed criterion or threshold, in the termi-

nology of this paper, implies the existence of a set of observations ltading

1. d' Is essentially a dependent variaU-1e; the paper on psychophysical methods
-- (Ref. 20) treats explicity the reasons for preferring it to the usual dependent

c Jvariable in psychophysical experiments; namely, the calculated threshold or
minimum detectable signal. The primary purpose of the present paper is to pre-
sent the data upon which the recouiendations made in the paper on psychophysical
methods are based.

d
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to an extremely =all pr bab:lity ,Vf false alorm. The observer's critericrm iL-

eludes this set and v.i or mty not i nclude % random selection of other observations

that is, "guesses". le RC%. curve in bes case, "s pointed out elsewhere (22, 25),

is a straight line frfv ý"e ldft-!hwul -e'Ucal axis to the upper right-hand corner.

2.1 Data from the First Experiment

The ROC curves obtained from the first experiment on the Mxpected-Value

Observer, the experiment discussed in reference 2% are displayed here in Figures

2, 3, and 4. Five values of signal intensity, including the zero-intensity sig-

nal or "blank", wre used in this experiment. It may be seen from an examination

of thase plots that the data of the first experiment d• not provide an adequate

definition of the entire curve. As a matter of fact, even in the region where

points have been obtained (roughly from PN(A) - 0-0 ,,) ) D0), the curve is

not well defined. This latter inadequacy may be ,a-.r, ", in part, to the mal

number of observations per point. A second factor which operated to cause dis-

persion of theac points was the day-to-day variation in signal ad background

intensities which, unlike in the calculation of contrast thresholds, is not taken

into account in the present analysis. The effects of both of these sourced of

variance were reduced, to a large extent, in the scond Expected-Value experiment

which is reported below.

Althougbh entive ROC curven were not precisely defined by the data frm

the first experimint, these data are entirely adequata for the purpose of dis-

tinguishing between the predictions of a theory b"ed on the model provided by

the theory of signal detectability and the predictions which follotr from the con-

cept of a threshold or fixed criterion, the purpose for which they were used In

ftferencc 25. It is clear, for example, that the straigb. lines fitted to the

13 "_
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data in Figures 2, 3, and 4 do not intersect the upper right-hand corer of the

graph, U required by the concept of a fixed threshold. The@* straight lio6s

appear, rather, to be arcs nf the type of ROC curve piedicted by the theory of

signal ftectabil.ty. The data displayed graphically in Figures 2, 3, and 4 are

reported more precisely ir Tables 1, 2, and 3.

On days 1 throuh 3, there were 50 prementationh per day of each value

of signal intensity including the zero-intensity signal. On days 9 >ug 12,

there were 60 presentations per day at each intensity. On days 13 through 16,

there vere 30 presentations per day of each value of signal intensity greater

than zero, and 180 blanks per day. This experiment, like the other experints

reported in this paper, employed a circular target, 30 miLnutes of visual angle

in dianeter, with a dwation of 1/100 second, on a ten foot-lambert backgron•.

The more general aspects of the procedtre azA apparatus involved in this experi-

ment and the other experiments reported in this paper are discussed In Reference

25 and in an article by P'.ackwell, Pritchard, and Ot.rt (lef. I).

T*l.les 1, 2, and 3 also contain the data vwich mrvy as a basis for the

coefficients of correlation that are reported in References 22 and 25 and again

belov, betwen Pw(A) and calculated threshold. The Ilication of Thsse correla-

tions is the me as the implication of the straight liUzs fitted to tf-i data of

FiCures 2, 3, and 4, newly, that a depeadanice exiat bete• n tk coditional

probabilit"y that an observation ari Ing fran SM viIU be in the c r ter .-n and the

conditional probability' that an obervattoc &rising f.-cm N vill be in the cri-

terion - a condition that, as described elsvhere (Refs. 22. 24, 25), .s ineon-

slastent vith 'he concept of thrwshold, or fixe-i c-iterd:.n.

The p-_duct-mnonnt correlations for the three c-s*erv.- betwetn P,(A)

waM caloulated threshold, "acsed oc the twelve sessi'ra ,nvnivin- a psyof; ntrL

1- 17
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(Days 5-16)p ane -. 37(Y - .2145), -.6 0(p -. 039) and -.81(y - .001). ftr the three

subjects eofbined, p n .0008.

The depeudence of false-alarm rate and calculat-ed thrqwbold is also il-

lustrated,, taough somewhat crudely, in Figures 5 and 6. These plots represent the

data of days 5-16 for ali three observere. The portion of data comprising each of

tW3 cui ves van selected to be relatively homogeneous with respect to 71 '(A). Figure

5 shows the raw data; the proportion of positive respowses is plotted as a function

of Al, the signal inten~sity. Figure 6 shows the sm data after application of the

chance correction; here the calculated threshold (the value of al correesponding to

the corrected proportion of .50) is seen to be dependent upon PN(A) In the pre-

dicted direction. The observer, qpparently, can adjust his criterion. If he

operates with a lover value of 13, the proportion of correct detections wini be

increased by an mount that is not ~caMletely eliminated by the coincident increasee

in the size of the chance correction factor, P1(A).

2.2 Data from the Second MIxperznt

Since the data from the first experiment did not suffice to trace out

ccmplete ROC curve, a second experimnt was zonducted to obtain a broader range of

values of P11(A). A different set of observers was used in this experimenn, wad

only one value of signal intensity was employed. The data for the four observers

are shown in Figures 7 through 10. Each point represents a two-hour observing

session includ~ing 200 presentations of signal and 200 observa~tions in which no

signal was presented; that i.s, P(sN) vas held at .5o throughout this second experi-

nreat. Changes in (5, and thus in PN(A), were effected entirely by changes in the

relative values and cogo with which an Expected-Value Observer operates. The datau

from which Figures 7 thirough 10 were plotted aue presented in Table 14. The column

I -- __ _____ 21
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in Table II labeled "Awaxmwe Ortiam P3j(AT vJ2iL be difsmedn Iate7 i t&3 @Me-

tion of the PWs.

n~ may be emue In Fipues 7 tbioudh 10 that thl 6002IMNWA33Y 4eOBiei Jue

points an reasombly w12i fitted by' thu type of NX cum predicted by the doy

sabteribed to bere. It is eqaally apparw that points arn not wal fitted by a

straih" line intrsectlin the point P?(A) = Pam(A) - 1. It is inortat to nota,

in this connection, that the theoretical DOC curves plotted in FPisme 7 throSt 10

are not exctly the em se those platted in Piglm 1. "Tw emxt fOr. of the thoo- .3

r'r -cal 1ROC curves portrayed in Fipuw 1, ae pointed out in fleferneae 25, is 6epend.in

ant qpo the "~tion that the distributions of N vd 8 + eI e Omunim and of

*qul vYaria . It wa. appuzent at the time of writing of Rlefrenoe 25 thst the

assumtion of *qml varism wa nt entirely ofoate; the =tmu of the variince

sesueetia, bowir, was not critical for the purposee of that poer, an the equal.

varience as ctic we* ac~epted to feailitate malysis. Ts theoretieal iýnro

s hown bre in Tipures 7 throO 101, which are fitted Wuto wll by the data plot.

ted tbhre, ware dram under the inus tioa that the ratlo of the inme nt in the

man to the incirrt in the steandr diviation is equal to 4. TU im1lioation for

analysis procedures of a dependence titwen signal etremnth &;Avmrtiane I di.-

cussed in the paer on iethod (hrf. 20).

2.3 The 6arowh to the Qpti.um De1evior

The fact that the data oivtaiod tn the two F-cpected-Valu• oxpriments Li

fitted more madquately by the type of INDC curve eomaistent Vith the theory of sig-

nal detectability than by the strmigt-line WO curve consistent vith the fized

thr]ehold notioc Iqites that the humnn obeerver ea vary hie critailon. Th.

qiAesltioc remins as to hoy closely he oroaches the optima criterion.

_III_29 _
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To estali&s the apyUoability of the theory of aim£l Astemcabllity,

it is noeusax to emonstrate only that the observor's operating leel is soms

monolt•nca ftwtio of p. When mlpling error is taken into aofount, the restric- | -

tics is amre loenint; in this case, it is sufficient to demonstrate a sigificant

oorrelatlon between the oaserver's op]pting level wa 1. It is interesting,

hovver, to determinm how closly the observer's operating level approaches that tt-O

In the first exeriment, the observers were informed of the vLrious

value# taken on by the elements of th j5-equatton (a" pap 6); i.o., tLe a pror mo3

probabilitles, tU valuesad costs. They were not made aware of the yv in vhich ic

the" element dtermine a valu of 0, nor did they know that the single number,

0, taken in conjunction vith an R•C curve, yiel& the optima false-alarm rate.

They were informed, after each exerimnetal session, of their false-alarm rate, the

proportion of correct dtaections of each of the four sigal intensities, and the

payoff. The correlations obtalned in this study between 0 aMn false-alarm rate

indicate that these observers tenoad tovwad the opti-a setting of the criterion.

For the three c~servers, the rank-order correlations vere .70, .46, and .71; a

correlation of .68 is sipmi:ican-, at the .01 level of confidence.

The first etAy demnontrated ,hat the human observer quitp naturally

adjusts his cr-iterion in a vay approaching optimua. With this as background, the

secord eierient vas perforwed with T-e observers having a fairly complete

knwled4p of its purposes. The second study attempted to determine how closely

the observers could epproximate the optimua false-alarm rate, as specified by t,

given a knovledgm of it. Hence the column in Table 4 lebe.led "Announced 0ptimum

Px(A)- •Te experimenter's ability to announce a value of PX(A) approaching ths

-ptima value, before the ?FlC curves of the observers had been determined directly,

_____ ____ __-- 30
"4~
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deped upon the fat tbat, an reported In referenees 91 n 25, ftrd-C.OI. wad

yes-no respone procedures yield consistent values of d'. The obeer *e i tMe

smecn @tudy, le teee in the first, bhd been trained muner the foreed-aWles,

it prooeduiv, so estimates of d' wee available.

A cxper•son of the colu in T*1. 4 labelled "Annoumoed Opt PI(A)"

eM the coluis cantaing the PX(A) obtained frm each observer indicate boy w*l

the observers repoduced the value emnounced as optima. The rank-oidr cormel&-

tions between the aunced optiým a=d obtained values of PI(A) a. .94, .97l .86,

ad .98. Two o' the observers served in twele sessions; the other two serv Isin

Leh thirtmen sessions. The rank-order coefficient associated with a probab1•uty oa

.01, given twelve pairs of iwumes, is .68. In this study, the observers wm

informd ut their proportion of false alarm after each grow of fifty tria"l.

the The stu•y of the Neym-Pearson obeerver, reported in the next isetion of this

paper, provides Mditional evvdInce for the rather rawarkable ability of the obser-

ver to reproduce a given fals-ala rate.

3. MI UMhN-PEAMC CUWYD

3.1 The ft.rvach to the Auninc.ed Ontiam V,,lx of •(A)

A ifert set of four observers served in this e.erizent. Ihe obeer.

ver were inforned of the a priori probability of sipal occurrence (P(M) .. 72

was held througbout the experimenti, but instead of ie~rating In terma of values

and costs, they atte~ted to satisfy a restriction plaied on tU proportion of

raMse alsar.

The restriction on the pruportion of false alarm took the form of a

stipulation for the observers of the a.cept4Lble n.mber -f "yvs" mepic•'ea to the

ly, fourteen "nc-il" presentations in each t.lock of fifty presentations.

31
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observers were instructed to respan positively to ofroximtsly n or na 1 of the

fomur4n "no-esiLal" presentations (n, for the four successive ooulitlc of the

axperimnt, equalled 3, 0, 6, and 9 respectively), so that m proportlon of fase

alsams, across several blocks of fifty presentations, within g given rup of .08

satisfied the reetriction. A given restriction ca PX(A) was effeotiva scross

eighteen blocks of fifty trials. There were then four ceditions, seeh with a

different acceptable reng for PN(A); thus, the prilry data ocist of four mlaso

of PN(A) for eac observer, with e*ch of these fo values based on 25 "no-slenal

pres•ttations. The acceptable reinw for PX(A) for the four conLition& are shown

as colm heedilnx6 in Table 5; te false-alarm rat*s obtained fro the ft.r obser-

wers qpear as cell entries. Note thsL. the largest deviatio from the am em.

nounoed as acceptable is .04. T'.-.s data, then, ale su•est that the observer is

able to vary, and Tdute precisely. the cutoff point on the contimna of observe-

tions.

It is true that the data presented in the previous parmgr~, to the

extent that theby were reported there, could have been obtained if the tbiresJo•A

concpt were valid. I` the observer were given insdiate knovledge of correctnese

of respose, say falae-&aJ• rate eould be w-rcximated, for exeqle, by secting

"y.s" until the given proportion of false Llam was achi•evd ad tuen ying "Do"

on the rest of the preeentations. This vou34 entail, however, a severe deprm•ion

of d'. In this study, the -beerers vere given k'vlodp of oorrvtoess of "-

spoose only after each block of "0 prvsentaticas, and the val•es of d' were not

depressed.

3. 2 Othe r ý-..lyees of the Data of this St~x

In this study, twelve values of alps.). itetnsity were ,ums4, in aitice2

Wo the "blank" or ero- Iteasit sigma. T;hu ather lm mober 3f s!Vmm
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valu-g wa ev= loye" in an atteot to defirm more adequately the sh of the

psyebopbysical curve. The roe-slto of the amalysis of curve shae will be discus el

i- the paper dealing with puychophysical methods (Ref. 20).

The nature of the ROC curves resulting from this study cannot be ade-

quately determined since only four poiuts were obtained for each curve; that is,

foi each value of d' or signal intensity. Weither can the degree of correlation

oetmeen PX(A) and calculated threshold be estimated since only four pairs of 13f

measures were obtaind. Thus, the results of this study cou3A not *tend alone as lone

evidence for the existence of a variable criterion, or stated more generally, as l, a

evidence that the cibsrv ,r's decision function is a monot-nic function of likeli- likel

hood ratio. It is believed, howver, that the other fdur experiments reported rted

herein are sufficient to establish this point.

4, THER A VOYMORII ?IR0EABILITY 0BMVE1

The mee four observers vbo served in the second Ixpectad-Value expori- expel

0 served in this stud•y of the ability of the human observoe to report a

p.eteriari prooability. In this experiment, P(SN) - .50. The +^sk posed for the for

observers was to place each observ&tion in one of six ateagories of a rosteriori vrloi

probability. Here ag.aih, the ability to order the observations down into the :the

noise is -equired.

One analysis of the data it reported in Table 6. The categories of of

a mteriori probability vith which t!.e observers vc.ked bead the column. The T

boundaries of the categories were choso in coaference with the observers; they the,

believed tlat they would be able to operate reasonably vith this particular scheme. mc

The cell entries show the proportion of the observations pl.aced in A given categor cat

that were, in fact, observations of signal-|plus-ncise; note that each of the

34i
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observers serymd in thr,.e expeorlmntal sessions. itus, the entry in the tper Per

left-b•d corner indicates that 20 percent of the observatiow p.10a In the low- $a ic

eat probabiity category by Observer 1, in the first session, wlre observations of

signal-plus-noise; _21 percent of the observation placed in the next cateopr vere

observations of signal-plus-noise, and so forth. In nine of twelve cases, i.e., i.e.

in nine of the tvelve roa of Table 6, a rank-order correlation of unity exists listl

between the estimsted a posteriori probability and the relative frequency of obser.

vations •rising from signal-plus-noiae, indLicating an ordering of observations.

Rach of tbece correlations has an associated probability of less than .05. All

of the three cues shoving a correlation of less then unity are attributable to a le t

single observer, Observer 3.

.1. The RelationstIp between d(x) and I(x)

It is possible, using the data fram this experiment, to determine the h

relation existing between the observer's decision function, d(x) and likelihood-

ratio, I(x). For this experiment, with P(SN) - .50, the equation for a posteriori

probability, given in the introductory section of this paper, reduces to

- z (x) Since Pff(A) and PN(A) can be eatiatcd for the boundaries of Si

the six categories, d' can be determined. A knowleaed of PN(A) (relative to each

"boundary) and d' allAws a graphic determination of the value of f(x) corresponding $Pon

to each boundary since the critical value of J(x) for a given value of PN(A) A)

equals the slope of the ROC cuve at the point which corresponds to that value glue

of 11 (A). Thus Px(SI) - ,(x+ I c•a be determined for each operating level

employed by the observer. The values of 1(X) obtained in this way for the t
I(x) + I

observer will correspond directly to ths probability values marking off the

categories - if the observer is operating ,ith a decision function, d(x), that is tha

equal to I(x), and according to the optimum relation between Px(SN) and f(x).

- 36
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Figures U, 12, 13, an 14 show plots of the probability valuWa corespon!.ing to

of boundary cteories versus P,(s) deteX) 1ie *on the dta for the
I(X) +

four observers. Observer 1 aM 2 apear to be operating with d(x) similar to

A (z) and qs xtitely becording to knovledge of the optium relation between

Px(SN) an 1(x). tlis result dsould prepby not be geraliued beyond te con-

ser- dition of P(S) = P() - 30. It shmul be remebered, however, that the obser-

vers were exposed to this task ft"r oLlw four1 experaimntal sessions, with feedback k

after each session limited to t**-* inVoration reported in Table 6. With respect

to Observers 3 aM 4, it i no clear vnetber they are operating vith a d(x)

quite unlike z(x), or with an imerfect aproximation to the optima relation

between Px(53) and d(z), or both.

It is possible to determine more exactly the relation between (0) and

d(x) for the four observers. The observer's decision funetion, d(z), can be set

equal to !L- d th valus of v determined. Then the cutoff values of P,(Bl)
used by the observers ae described by

ofP 1)worzI(x) 1 ,
x fl 7 74'' ix. ,•u()

~ch V

Ling
where p is set equal to the boundaries of the categories. One interesting questio io

is Awether the weights, v's, are constant. for each observer. The values of v

corresponding to each category brundary, for each session and for each observer,

are given in Table 7.

li observers 1, 3, ard 4 reported • isteriori probability in a single session
preced-'ng the three sessions rerted in Table 6. Since different categories
were used, this session was considered a practice, and the datea excluded

j t from the •nalysiv.
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TABE 7 -- B R.IATINsp BEW d(x' an I (x)+

Category I
Bound- ies

Observer
and Day .05 .20 .40 .60 .80

Day 2.9 1.7 1.3 2.2 ---

Obs. 1 Day 2 3.2 2.0 1.4 2.2

Da 3 2.5 1.6 1.3 1.4

Day 1 ?.2 2.2 2.3 . -.0

bs.2 Dy 2 .95 2.0 3.5 ---

Day 3 1.9 1.7 1.9 2.7 ---

Day 5.3 3.8 1.7 1.2 1.4

Ob-. 3 Day 2 6.4 2.6 1.4 1.2 1.0

Day 3 4.0 1.6 .7 .. 4 .3

Day l 28.5 20.0 --- .. ..

ObB. 4 Day 2 34.2 36.0 ---.. ..

Day 3 30.4 11.6 6.9 4.7 ---

The veights for &ota of the higher categories are indeterminate te
since the critical value of I(x) approaches infinity as PN(A)
approaches 0.0.
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Tc determine the devree to v1ieh v aproxinates a constant for each

session and each observer, a given fixed value of v can be chosen for each obser--

ver, and used to determine .'(BN) If the "true" values of v areveranduse to etemin .'xSl!., (x) . v

approximately constant for a given observer, then a plox of the points', represent-

ing category boundaries versus r (SN). (with w fixed), should t s-

quately fitted by a straight line intersecting the points (0,0) and (1.00, 1,00).

That is, each of the lines in Figures 11 through 14 should correct to the diagonal.

This, however, is not the result. Using fixed values of v resulted in a plot cf

points for Observers 1 and 2 that are only slightly better fitted by the diagonal

line than ae the points shown in Figures ll and 12. A fixed value of w greatly

improves the correspondence of the diagonal line and the plotted points for

Observer 4 - for Days 1 and 2. The correspondence for Observer 3 is not improved

noticeably by the transformation.

It may be noted, however, that there is the suggestion (in Table 7) of

a consistent pattern between "subjective probability" and "objective probability"

that is, of a pattern in the relation between v and the category boundaries. '!he

W's for the last two sessions for Observer 1 show the same rank-order. For Obser-

ver 3, the values of v rank from left to right for each of the three sessions with

a single exception.

TBE SECOND-CHOICE MMCI1MM

In this experiment, a variation of tL. forced-cholce method of response

was employed to demnstrate the ability of the observer to order oDservationo. 1

1. T•ns experlient wse suggesed by R. T. Norman, formerly a member of the Elec-
tronic Defense Group, now at Princeton University.

4)

'I
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In the version of the forced-choice method most coumonly used, be obse'-ver knows

that on each trial the signal will occur in one of four sbort, successive time

intervals, and he is forced to choose in which of these intervals he believes the

signal occurwed. If the observer can order observations, then to behetve optimally 11

be nrAst select the interval with the greatest associated observation. if tý-

observer behaves optimally, then the probability that a correct answer will re-

sult for a given value of d', for the four-choic- or four-interval situation, is

given by the equation:

Pe a f4 "[(x)J) 3 (x)dx

wbtere F(x) is the area of the noise distribution and g(x) is the ordirnte _f the

signal-plus-noise distribution. The value of P(c) corresponding to each value of of

d' I& shown by the middle curve of Fig. 15. This curve is plotted under the as-

sumtion that the distributions of N and S + N are Gaussian and of equal variance. ce.

5.1 The Rationl fcr the Second-Choice Experiment

I Consider the s'tuation where the observer is required to indicate a

sec choice as well a a first chol-e. 'Wat is the probability of a correct

second choice on those trials on which the first choice is incorrect?

The conve.ntional notion of a threshold - as pointed out abov end, in'

more detail, in Reference 25 - is cssentially that the mechanism of detection

is one that triggers when toe observation exceeds a critical s•ount, and loses

.1U discrimination wmmg observations falling short of this amount. For the

(four-choicc) forced-cl-ice situati -i where the obser*er is required to indi-

cate a second choice as wpll as a first choice, this conce-'tion cf the mech-

anism lead' to the prediction that, when the first choice is incorrect, the

probability tUat the second cho!" will be correct is .33. According t this
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view, in othbr words, the second choice is made from among three inteas on a

chance 'sis.

On the other hand, according to the conception of the human observer as

operating in terms of likelihood ratio, the observer is capable of ordering the

four observations asbociated with the four intervals. If this iAs the case, the

proportion of correct second choices, on those trials in which an incorrect first

choice is made, should be greater than .33. The relationshlp between this pre-

UActed probability ..n d' is given by the expression

3JT7F(x)1 [1 _ 7(x)] g(x) dx
-- (2)

+W 3
I - f [7(x)] g(x) dx

where the sy'bols hava the same meaning as In Squation 1 above. This relationship

s p).L, ted in Figure 15 under the assumptioc that the distribution of W and 5 + N

are Gaussian a of equal variance.

5.2 Results

U wvee collected from four observers; two of them had served pre

usly i the econd Kxpected-Vali, experiment whereas the other two had only

-eceive', a, -ie forced-choice trainine.. Each of the observers served in 1.ihree

experimental session.. Each session includ&i 150 trtsla in which both a first

vid second choice were requi-red. The resulting twelve prm.prtons of correct

second choices are plotted aWins* d' in Figure :5. The values or d' were deter-

mined by using the prcpo.-rtions of correct first choices an estimtes of P(c) and

readi-j the corresporxt.ing values of d' from the middle curve of Fig. .Atbou,4

a single value of sigia.J inteasity was ued, the values of d' differed srffic~entl2

from one observer to another to provide an indicaticn ol the congr••ence of the

N
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datt with the predicted functions. Additional variance in the es, mates of d'

resulted from the fact that, for two observers, a constant distance from the sig-

nal was not maintained. (The function predicted by the theory of si6pal detec-

tability for the proportion of correct first choices in a three-choice, or three

interval, sitation is included in Fig. 15 to indicate that this function is not

the swa.. as the predicted function or the probability of a correct second choice,

givwa an incorrect first choice, for the four-choice situation).

A systeratic deviation of the data from a proportion of .33 clearly

exists. Considering the data of the four observers cubined, the proportion of

correct second choicen is .46. The deviation of thl-, obtained proportion frm

.33 is highly significant, the X obtained (41.-6) is more than twice the

X 2 (19.0) associated with a probability of .00001.

Two control conditions aid in interpreting these data. The first of

these a.2.owed' for the possibility that requiring the obsrver to make a second

choice might depress his first-choice performance. During the experiment, blocks

"of 50 trials in which only a first choice vai required wre alternated with block ks

of 'Aý) tri•la in which b,*.h a first and second choice were required. Pooling the

Adata frr., the four observers, the proportions of corre,!t fi. st choices for the

two conditions are .,50 and .651, a difference that is obviously rnot ••gnificant.

A prelin•nary experiment in which data wre obtaine@ frt a single ob-

!,er',er for flve ;-altos of sigo5.2 intensity also serves as a control. This s3xper4-

Stnt substantiates the predicted correlation between the probability of a correct

SsecorZ choice "al signal intensity that derives from the theory of sigfal detec-

taoility. i'1% clservationas Vere mae at each value of signal intensity. The

relat!'i- f-everc'es of correct second choices for the lovest fcrir values of sig-

I, al intensity were, in increasing order of signal intensity, 26/117 (.Ž2)

A

i:*
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33/95 (.35), 30/75 (.40), and 20130 (.67). For the highest value of signal inten- ii- ten

aity, none of five second choices were correct. Thus, the proportion of correct rrect

, 'ond eboices in seen to be correlated with a physical meuasure of signal inten- .nten-

sity *A well as vith the theoretical measure (d') - this eliminates the possi- )ssi-

bility that the correlation found with a constant value of signal intensity, in- , in-

volving 4' as one of the variables (Figure 15), is an artifact of theoretical .al

manipulation. The second-choice data, then, demonstrate clearly the untenability Lbilit5

of tho assution of a fixed criterion or threshold.

It may be seen frcm Fig. L5 that second-choice data also deviate eys- sys-

tematically from the predicted function derived from the theory of signal detec- letec--

tability. This discrepancy results from the inadequncy of the assumption - of - of

equal variance of the noise and signl-plus-noise distribu,.Lons - upon which the ich thi

predicted functions in Fig. 15 are based. It was pointed out above and in Refer- Refer.

ence '2 that the equal-variance assumption was accepted in the early stages of 6 of

data collection in order to facilitate analysis, in spite of existing indications cation

of its inadequacy. It was also pointed out above that more recent data on the the

Expected-Value Observer (see Figures 7-10 and eacompanying text) indicate that thae

a valid assumtion would be the assuption that the ratio of the increment in the in tb

mean to the increment in the standard deviation . is equal to 4. Figure 16 e 16

shave the second-choice 6.tta and the pre6.icted four-choice and second-choice curve ce cur

derived fram the theory of signal detectability under the assuption that

- Z4. In view of the variance associated with each of the point3 (each first- first-

"-'.oi.e d' waj estimated on the basis of 300 observations and each second-choice hoice

proportion on leos Tham 100 observations) the congruence of the data and the he

predicted function shown in Fig. 76 is quite remarkable.

i 4
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5.3 A Note on the Variance Assumption

The particular assumption made in this paper about the variance of the noise is

and signal-plus-noise distributions, namely that M m 4, needs qualification in two tw

respects. First, it is very likely specific to the exper1mentai conditions em-

ployed. Second, iLL is to be regmrdned as only provisionally applicable to the

present data.

If the variance of these sampling distributions is a fuzction of sample

size, then it may be presumed that their variances are different for different

signal durations, or observation times, snd for signals of different sizes. If

the variance of the noise and si~nal-plus-noise distributions decreases with in-

creases in signal size and duration, then an assumption concerning the increase in in

variance with increasing signal intensity is applicabl? only to data collected

using a single durution and size of signal. Since the various experiments re-

ported here employed identical signal conditions, it was possible to assess the

adequacy of a single varience assumption for different forms of data, for "yes-no" no

data in Section 2 and for forced-choice data in Section 5. Although positive re-

sults were obtained from this check of internal consistency, it should not be in - -

ferred that the particular assumption will describe the results of experiments in- in-

volving different physical parameters.

Also, as indicated, that the assunption that -=4 derives from the data a

reported ?iere is advanced %.4th certain provisions. Other assumptions have not bee bee

thoroughly explored. It may be that ratios equal to certain other constants will 11

fit the reported data even better, and that several other constant ratios will fit fit

thp 4pta as well. 'Te senaitivity of 'the assumed ratio to the existing data has

nI' rot as yet been determined. It is likely that more precise data is required for r

the purpose of determining the relative adequacy of different variance assumptions. ons.

These problems are ]r esently being explored; the results will be reported

in the pnper concerned with methods of data analyois (Ref.20).
50 ____
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6. DamCaSoN

The general conclusion d~rawn from the experimental results reported

above is that the model provided by the theory of signal detectability (Ref..

15, 16) or more kgeneru.1ly, by the theory of statistical decision (Refs. 13, 14, 27,

28) is sqplioable to the detection behavior of the hum=i observer. This model wil

produce data like those observed.

This type of model has come to be call~ed a "computer model'. The term

"ca~uter", in this connection, is meant very 3enerally; it includes anything that

processes i~fornation in a precisely defined way. Quastler's discussion of the

nature of the computer model is pertinent here.

"The comiputer model may be a system of equations. It may be a
black-box diagram with boxes labelled 'receiver', 'memory', 'tranh-
ducer', 'decision', etc. It may be a piece of hardware. It may
have many or few components; it may be determinate or stochastic.
Neither the size nor the type nor the physical nature of the model
matter. All that does matter is that it should serve as a framework
to organize past and future experience" (Ref. 17).

It becae clear to the authors, as the series of experiments reported above was

being carried out, that the model described served admirably the function of

organizing past aMd future experience. The block-diagram representation of the

model of the Expected-Value Observer, after QuAastler (Ref. 17), is shcvnm in

Fi gure 17.

F(SN),V'S G WS CRITPERION
COMPUTER

31OiNAL RECEIVER OBSERVATION (X) 1W) ui DECISION A OR CA

FIG. 17. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE EXPECTED-VALUE OBSERVER
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The same diagram applies to the Neyman-Pearson Observer when the input to

the criterion computer (P(si), V's, and K's) is replaced by PN(A(P)) - k.

In the case of the A posteriori Observer,, there is, of course , no criterion ctn- coM-

puter, and thtt decision computer is replaced by a comuter which makes the trans- rans-

formation from INx) to P S) having i'x) and P(SN) as input and PX(SII) as out- ot

put. To represent the forced-choice situation, the criterion ccuiputer irs elimi- ii

nated, and the decision computer merely selects the greatest of the input likeli- keli-

hood ratios as its output.

Each of the five experimnentsa reported above demonstrates that the hinaen m

observer operates with information in the form of likelihood ratio, 91f teInds

toward optimwn behavior. These experiments provide conivincing evidence of the

applicability of the proposed model to the problems of visual detection. The rele rele.

vance of the model is also supported by its congruence with auditory data (Ref. if.

26). There is, however, still another imposing reason for treating sensory prob- ;rob-

lems in terms of the model, namely, that the model provides a unification of the the

data obtained with forced-choice and yes-no methods of response. If psychaphysica i ysicafl

data is collected and analyzed in accordsa=c with this model, performance in tke the

forced-choice situation can be prelicted from yes-no data, and vice versa. Evi- ýi

dence presented elnewhere (Refs. 22, 25) shows that the estimates of d' from the the

two response procedures are highly consistent.

It is interesting to note, parenthetically, that the present account is ~ is

not amiong the first to model psychophysi'-al theorf after developmnts in the theory ;heor)

of statistical decision. Fechner, the fourider of psychophysics, was appreciably i bly

- - influenced by Benoulli who first suggested computing expectations in terar of

stisfaction units. As Boring (Ref. 5) relates the st~ry, Bernoulli's inter-est at

i msof chance led him to formulate the concept of' "mentotl fortune"; a chang &age

_______________ ___ - -J__2
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in mental fortune he believed to vary with the ratio that the chang in physical1

fortune has to the total fortune. This mnathematical relation between mmnI and d

physical terms was the relation that Fecbnr sought to establisi -ith his payr~bo- .

physics..

6.1 The Possibility of a Threshold Tbeo_

It vill be well to consider again, after the presentation of the data,

the possible validl. y of a theory incorporating the ttomeshold concept. It is

clear that the assumption of as threshold as previously conceived,, one that is very I'y

rarely exceeded by noise alone, is not reasonable. At this time, however, the

existence of a threshold wel.1 down into the noise distribution cannot be dis-

credited. To take a single examle, the data, representing values of P,.(A) above we,

.e. a point between .10 and .30, that are fitted to the R.O.C. curves in Figures 7

through 10 may be adequately fitted by a straight line through PSM(A) - PN(A)

1.0; these data, then, do not preclude. postulation of a threshold in the neighbor- -or-

hood of the mean of the noise distribution. Further analyses of the second-ehoice t.

data, in relation to thresholds at various levels in the noise distribution, are

being undertakon and will be reported elsewhere (Ref. 20).

It should be noted, however, that determination of the level of the

noise distribution at which a threshold may possibly exist is aeither critical

nor useful. A threshold at such a level is not a readily workable concept. The

primary virtue of a threshold that is rarely exceeded by nolae alone is that it

ry facilitates mathematical treatme~nt of the data, chiefly by being consistent with

the usual correction for chance. It has been demonstrated above, howeer that

mathematical manipulations mus not involve assumtions incompatible .-ith a n~oise m

distribution much of which exceeds a threshold, if a threshold is to be postu-

lated; at this point then, adhering to a threshold concept complicates the

_ _ _ _ ~53___
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mathematics. As a matter of fact, a threshold at a level well within ýLhe rang.

of thi noise distribution, is, for all practical purposes, not meuiaursle. The e

forced-choice methodolog is a case in point; the observer conveys les informs-

tion than he is capable of conveying if only a first choice is required. That the bat th

second choice contains a significant ea'ount of Information han been demonstrated; rated;

it Is not unlikely that the third ehoice will convey information. Thus it is is

very difficlt for an experimenter to determine when enough information has been been

extracted from foxced choices to yield a sufficiently low estimate of the thresh- 2resh-

old. In addition, the existence of such a threshold is of no consequence to the the

application of the theory proposed here; to take an examle, "yes-no" data re-

sulting from a suprathreshold operating level depends on the operating level but L but

is c•mpletely independ~nt of the threshold value.

6.2 Some 1lications of the Proposed Model for Psychological Theory

The applicability of the model provided by the theory of signal detecta- Itecta,

bilitý, stanus in opposition to the viev that the so-called sensory phenomna are k are

independent of control by meneral psychological variables, a view that is consis- tsie-

tent vith the concept of the threshold. The theory built upon this model take'@ ke

into account the Influence on detAction behavior of "non-sensory" central deter- ter-

minantS.

In couventional theory, the decision concerning the existence of a sig- sig-

nal is assumed to depeod entirely qpon the threshold being exceeded, and the

threshold level is easumd to be !.ndependent of control by other variables that lit

might influence the attitude or set of tha observer. A successful application of on of

the theory of signa! detectability to psychophysical data leas to the replace- ;e-

ment of the threshold concept by a concept of criterion range of acceptance; the the

way in which the control of this range in conceptualized ackrnowled4p the rele- le-

vance of variables that influence set.
514
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In the frsmevork of a statistical theory, it is necessary to make an u-- W_

mmition which permits the definition of behavior, or the prescription of predic-

ted behavior. The concept of the threshold has served this purpose. The ausw- P-

tion that the threshold 1 , relatively invariant permics making predictions which

can be tested experimentLlly. In the theory presented here, where the position of of

the cutoff between acceptance and rejection of the existence of a signal (the oper- ;er-

ating level) is asumed to be under the control of the observer, it is necessary

to define the method of control exerted by the observer on the operating level.

The asumption that the observer tends toward the optimum behavior provides the

ncessary definition. Thus. in the typical yes-no experiment, the observer may be be

conceived of as regulating the operating le-tl in terms of ariori probabilities ts

and the values and costs associated with the various types of correct and incorrect ect

answers, in such a way as to maximize the total expected gain. (It should, per-

haps, be pointed out that these values and costs do exist in the typical yes-no

experiment, whether o" not they are explicitly translated into numerical values).

In the forced-choice experiment, optimum behavior requires that no operating level 'el

be assumed, and that the interval with the greatest associated observation be se- a-

lected. Although there has been a general discontent mong psychologists with the bhe

concept of a fixad opernting level or threshold, there has not been advanced pre-

viously a way of defining the mode of control exerted by the individual over a

variable operating level. Lt is the chief virtue of the model provided by the

theory of signal detectability that it specifies operating level variability.

6.3 Sow Implications for Practice

The result6 of these experimenLa, of the Expected-Value experiments in

particular, give an account for Blackwell's (Ref. 3) finding that forced-choice

data are mor reliable than yes-no data. In the yes-nso experimental setting, when vbn

the usual caution against making false-alarm responses is included, the operating

55
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level may vary over a wide range, with the variation having no direct reflection ectior

in the data. False-alarm rates of .01, .001, and .0001, for example. are not dis- not dl

criminable in an experimentally feasible number of observations. This fact may t may

also account for the failure to detect previously the operation of a mechanism ism

with a variable operating level.

The results presented above :!ccount also for the often-reported 1 finding findl

tha4 the forced-choice procedure yields lower calculated thresholds than does the ces th

yes-no procedure. Conventionally, observers are ciltioned against making false- false-

alarm responses in yes-no experiments. It is very likely that the stig attached ttach

to "hallucinating" serves to depress P,(A) in those test settings not including an ing

explicit warning to avoid false alarms. The inverse relationship between PN(A) N(A)

and calculated threshold predicted by the theory of signal detectability is dis- dis-

cussed in Refer-ence 25. Data substantiating this predicted relationship include -Aide

the correlations reported above and in Reference 25 between PN(A) and calculated ilated

threshold, and that shown in Figure 5 above. Plots of Ps,(A) vs. PN(A) which do Lch do

not fit a straight line through PS(A) - PN(A) - l.00(such as in Figures 7-10) .i0)

provide another way of saying the same thing. The relationship between d' and and

PN(A) at "threshold" is described in more detail in the forthcoming paper on )n

methods (Ref. 20).

In spite of the view that "sensory" phenomna are peripherally deter- !ter-

mined, the necessity of assuming a constancy of "set" across people and over time -r tim

in psychophysical experiments has been generally accepted. Effecting this con- con-

stancy is a primary function, at least tn the yes-no experiments, of the verbal rbal

instructions. The theory of signal detectability and the experiments reported ted

have advanced a check on the assuaition of constancy of set vith respect to the the

most impoitant aspect of set in yes-no experiments, namely, the location of the the

1. See, for examle, Blackwell (Ref. 3) and Goloiamnd (Ref. 9). Xiller (Ref. 12) Ref.
m-•;i, e&rlier literature on "subliminal perception" that is relevant to this tz;

point. 
56
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cutoff between acceptance and rejection of the existence of a signal. This re-

search has demonstrated that a measurable estimate of PN(A) can be, and shoUAl be,

produced in yes-no experiments. By the sawe token, theoretical support has been

provided for the advisability of using the forced-choice procedure whenever pos-

sible. With this technique, the observer is not faced with the problem of loeat-
ling

ing and maintaining the stability of an operating level, and thus a source of

variance in the data is removed. Since a method for unifying forced-choice end

yes-no data has been provided (Refs. 22, 25), forced-choice techniq -can be used:hed

even vhen an estimate of performance in the yes-no situation is desired. The prac. o,
K an

tical import of this is that data pertinent to yes-no situations, that is more re-

liable, can be obtained with greater econouy. This topic is treated in more de-

tail in the paper on methods (Ref. 20).

That the condition of the organism affects perception has been demon-

stryited previous to the studies reported here. The theory of Asm and his co-
Lo workers (Ref. 1), the "new look" theory of Bruner eari Poetman (Ref. 6), ad the

theories of Hebb (Ref. 1i), Brunsvik (Def. 7), and Woowrth (Ref. 29) have taken

into account the effect of "non-sensory" esntral determinants. The present ac-

count, however, goes beyond the stgep of demonstration; it provides operatioaal

and theoretical specifications of the "condititns" The present account, then,

satisfies the desiderata discussed by Grah (Ref. 10): the conditions of the

organism are specified at other than the eonversatiorl level; the conditions are •

defined in the theory and anchored to operations at both ends. Since the variables

which determine these conditions are expressed quantitatively, the quantification a

of a, important grou of instruction stimuli has been achieved. Said another vay, .7

this iesearch proceeds a step in the direction of "cifying conditions of the

organism, due to instructions, as paraietars of obseorable stimLlus-response

relations.
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